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Epilepsia partialis continua (EPC) has changed in its clinical and pathophysiological

definition throughout time. Several etiologies have been described in addition to classic

causes of EPC. The following case depicts a young woman who had a peculiar onset

of epilepsy with a continuous visual aura becoming a form of chronic recurrent and

non-progressive EPC. The patient was initially misdiagnosed as a non-neurological

entity (assumed psychiatric in origin), but finally, an immune-mediated epilepsy was

diagnosed, and EEG showed focal status epilepticus during evolution. Once the

diagnosis was achieved and immune treatment was established, the patient is seizure

free. Early identification of an immune basis in patients with epilepsy is important

because immunotherapy can reverse the epileptogenic process and reduce the risk

of chronic epilepsy. To date, this is the only case reported with EPC manifesting as a

continuous visual aura associated with antiglutamic acid decarboxylase 65 (anti-GAD65)

and anti-N-methyl-d-aspartate (anti-NMDA) antibodies.

Keywords: autoimmune epilepsy, epilepsy, NMDA-receptor antibodies, aura continua, epilepsia partialis continua,

GAD65-receptor antibodies

INTRODUCTION

Described in 1894 by the Russian neurologist, Aleksei Kozhevnikov, the term epilepsia partialis
continua (EPC) has changed in its clinical and pathophysiological definition throughout time
(1). Initially, this term was used interchangeably as an equivalent for Kozhevnikov’s syndrome,
mostly caused by a rare disease termed in 1958 as Rassmusen’s encephalitis. This was used to
describe a form of chronic focal motor EPC with ipsilateral hemiparesia/plegia and contralateral
hemispheric cortical atrophy (2) that responded to immune targets of treatment and, in some cases,
hemispherectomy (3). Interestingly, these terms have long evolved into a diverse clinical spectrum
of the disease that involves a myriad of focal manifestations of epilepsy.

EPC was defined by the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) task force report on status
epilepticus as a subsection of focal motor status epilepticus [focal clonic, myoclonic, or hemyclonic
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arrythmicmovements (or jerks) that do not impair consciousness
and that affect one limb or several limbs] (4). This vision of
the classification of EPC has often been questioned, as there
have been several reports of diverse clinical manifestations of
EPC, which can vary from simple motor symptoms to complex
auditory and sensorimotor auras (to name only a few) (5).

Several etiologies have been described in addition to
classic causes of EPC as well (vascular, neoplastic, systemic
autoimmune) (6). A systematic review (5) described additional
etiologies such as tick-borne encephalitis, unspecified
encephalitis, brain trauma, multiple sclerosis, systemic etiologies,
mitochondrial diseases, and metabolic disorders. Interestingly,
in this review, all forms of epilepsy were described, including
those with non-motor symptoms. An additional description
of EPC is in current use, including patient’s auras. These are
described as aura continua (AC) and include somatosensory,
proprioceptive, visual, auditory, musical, olfactory, gustatory,
epigastric/autonomic, anxiety, and dysmnesic episodes.

Timeframe of symptoms is of essence, and as suggested by
an European epilepsy study group (7), a subclassification aids in
the diagnosis and workup; this impacts the prognosis as well (8).
Roughly, the classification divides EPC into four subgroups: type
1, a single episode of EPC; type 2, chronic recurrent and non-
progressive EPC; type 3, chronic persistent and non-progressive;
and type 4, chronic progressive EPC (5).

The following case depicts a young woman that had an
epilepsy onset with AC, with chronic persistent and non-
progressive EPC, misdiagnosed initially as a non-neurological
entity and finally found to be an immune-mediated epilepsy.

CASE DESCRIPTION

A right-handed 27-year-old female, 2nd year Internal Medicine
resident had no relevant family history. In her past medical
history, she had an event of right optic neuritis with
amaurosis that resolved without sequelae 3 years before
present medical history. At that time, she was treated with
intravenous steroids and was followed up by a neurologist
at her hometown. No further investigations or antimyelin
oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (anti-MOG) antibodies testing
were performed; the optic neuritis was a single self-limited event.

She began 2 years ago with a sudden feeling of “joy” that lasted
for 40s, followed by paresthesia in both inferior extremities with
loss of awareness and manual automatisms with the right hand
that ended with a tonic posture of the four extremities. Phenytoin
(PHT) was initiated, with a diminished frequency of seizures,
about once per week. One month later, during a flight, the patient
experienced transient symptoms of inability to recognize faces
(prosopagnosia) and incapacity to interpret words (she describes
an event where she saw the word “Mexico” but read “Comiex”).
Her symptoms were brief (about 1min each) and occurred many
times during that day. A diagnosis of non-motor status epilepticus
was made with an electroencephalogram (EEG), oxcarbazepine
(OXC) was initiated, PHT was discontinued, and patient became
seizure free.

FIGURE 1 | Patient’s drawing depicting seizure semiology. Numbers placed in

the image depict the order of symptoms: (1) flashing colors in the lower right

visual field, (2) prosopagnosia, (3) visual disturbance of hand tearing in half,

and (4) hair invading people’s faces, fear. Isolated events that did not appear in

an orderly fashion: *reading words with incapacity to interpret them; **eye

version to the right.

Six months later, she developed hyponatremia due to
OXC, and her antiepileptic treatment was again modified to
levetiracetam (LEV). During her outpatient follow-up, she still
presented with “flashing lights in colors predominantly red,
blue and green in her lower right visual field,” prosopagnosia,
and other visual disturbances including seeing her hand as if
it were torn in half, finally followed by visual hallucinations
characterized by hair invading the faces of people around her
with an intense sense of fear. These always occurred in a
stepwise manner, and the patient drew her seizures (Figure 1).
Lacosamide (LCM) and topiramate (TPM) were added to her
antiseizure (AS) treatment.

In the course of the following year, she was admitted in
second-level care centers on four occasions for treatment and
observation, with recurrent EPC as described. Due to the lack
of improvement in her symptoms, suspicion arose of a diagnosis
of a non-neurological entity such as psychogenic non-epileptic
seizures (PNES); this was assumed to be secondary to stress from
workload in her residency. She was sent to a local psychiatrist,
beginning treatment with fluoxetine and, due to poor response in
her symptoms, was switched to escitalopram. The patient came
to our third level of attention to the emergency room, as she had
continued episodes as previously described for approximately 2
weeks. These episodes appeared intermittently during the day,
lasting for brief seconds, but the patient constantly experienced
them, which could also be present in her sleep appearing as
dreams with the same manifestations (see Figure 2). Upon
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FIGURE 2 | Timeline of clinical manifestations and treatment schemes. Summary of chronological findings in the patient’s clinical manifestations: initial right optic

neuritis 1 year prior the onset of epilepsy, followed by epilepsy onset and 1 month later appearance of chronic non-progressive recurrent epilepsia partialis continua,

as described in Figure 1. These seizures could persist up to a week in duration, with fluctuating visual auras as described in detail in text. Antiseizure medications

given in different time periods are also shown. Escitalopram was given at year 1 when he patient was presumed to have psychogenic non-epileptic seizures, with

persistent seizures. On year 2, patient came to our Institute with epilepsia partialis continua; diagnosis workup and treatment were started. She achieved seizure

freedom 3 months later.

neurological evaluation, a cecocentral scotoma was detected
(confirmed by the Neuro-ophtalmology team); the rest of her
exam was normal. A conclusion of a misdiagnosis of PNES was
established. IV PHT load was given (1,250mg), and she was
transferred to the Neurology ward for clinical workup.

DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT

Upon hospitalization, general laboratory tests were normal
(hemoglobin, white blood cell count, liver function test, serum
electrolytes, serum glucose, creatinine, and ammonium). A
lumbar puncture was performed upon arrival, which showed
glucose of 58 mg/dl (blood glucose was 82 mg/dl), proteins
of 58 mg/dl, and three cells. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was
tested with Multiplex PCR FilmArray with a negative result.
A brain magnetic resonance image (MRI) revealed focal
restriction on diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) and fluid-
attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) that involved the right
parietotemporal region.

Contrast computed tomography of the thorax–abdomen
and pelvis showed no tumor. Thyroid peroxidase (TPO)
antibodies were elevated at 68.7 UI/mL (reference value, (1–
16)) with normal thyroid function test. Thyroid ultrasound
and transvaginal ultrasound were performed, which were also
normal. Patient was evaluated by a Neuro-endocrinologist,
who concluded no endocrine alteration. A full-body positron
emission tomography (PET) scan showed no systemic associated

tumor but a right occipital area of impressive hypermetabolism,
presumed to be ictal (Figure 3).

Due to the suspicion of an autoimmune etiology,
rheumatological serum analysis [complement C3 and C4,
immunoglobulin G (IgG) and IgM anticardiolipin, antinuclear
IgG, anticitrullinated protein, anti-Smith, IgG and IgM anti-
beta-2 glycoprotein, anti-Sjögren’s-syndrome-related antigen
A (anti-SSA), anti-SSB, anti-DNAds, and lupus anticoagulant]
was performed, and the results were also negative. CSF samples
sought to inquire about antibodies against superficial neuronal
antigens [antiglutamic acid decarboxylase (anti-GAD), anti-N-
methyl-D-aspartate (anti-NMDA), anti-gamma-aminobutyric
acid A (anti-GABA A) and anti-GABA B]. The identification of
autoantibodies against neural antibodies by Western blot was
performed by a professional team in a third-level institution
specialized laboratory (view Supplementary Material). A few
months later, results for surface anti-NMDA and GAD65
antibodies in CSF were positive.

THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS

Upon arrival at our Institute, autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
treatment included LEV 2 g bid, TPM 300mg bid, diazepam
(DZP) 5mg bid, and LCM 300mg bid. Due to the diagnosis
of EPC, poor response to high-dose ASD and suspicion
of immunomediated mechanism prompted administration of
five doses IV methylprednisolone in bolus of 1mg each,
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with important clinical response. An EEG performed at
that time showed right frontocentral focal slowing and
epileptiform activity.

FIGURE 3 | Coregistered PET/MRI study, depicting focally increased

metabolic uptake in the right occipital lobe involving the lateral gyri with

extension to cuneus and lingual gyri. No contralateral uptake was found or any

other foci or abnormal metabolic uptake in the brain or whole body.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP

Three months later, she continued having focal seizures
with prosopagnosia in spite of good therapy adherence.
Seizures worsened and appeared also at nighttime. She was
readmitted to the Neurology ward, and IV methylprednisolone
was readministered with no improvement; intravenous
immunoglobulin (IV Ig) was given for 5 consecutive days.
On the 3rd day of IV Ig treatment administration, she began
with EPC, and in-hospital EEG showed continuous focal status
epilepticus despite the IV Ig and the multiple ASD treatment
combinations. A dose of 200mg IV brivaracetam (BRV) was
administered followed by immediate clinical and EEG resolution
(Figure 4). LEV was tapered, and oral BRV was started in a dose
of 100mg bid. Treatment of IV Ig was followed by 2 g of IV
rituximab. She has been seizure free since her hospital discharge.

Future estimated follow-up includes body PET scans to search
for tumor association every 6 months, follow-up in outpatient
clinic every 3 months for seizure control and ASD adjustment,
and a lumbar puncture for antibody evaluation in 1 year. Further
follow-up to search for tumor association will be up to 2 years (9).

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first case of autoimmune
encephalitis in adult that manifests as EPC with a continuous
visual aura and in which anti-GAD and anti-NMDA antibodies
coexist. We believe that the coexistence of these two antibodies
could be responsible for the requirement of more than
one immunotherapy and ASD in this patient. In anti-GAD
autoimmune epilepsy, response to treatment is favorable in

FIGURE 4 | Electroencephalogram (EEG) with focal status epilepticus and after administration of antiseizure drug (AD). (A) Ictal surface EEG with generalized slowing

predominantly in the right temporo-occipital regions, with ictal monomorphic activity in the right occipital regions, with 10 clinical events of focal motor seizures without

impairment of consciousness. (B) Surface EEG after administration of 200mg Brivaracetam (BRV), with resolution of ictal activity, showing focal slowing in the

temporo-occipital right region.
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only 50% of patients in stages 1 and 2 of the disease in
which there is some irreversibility of the immune process
with an increase in the rate of developing chronic drug-
resistant epilepsy (10). The patient’s clinical presentation of
simultaneous anti-GAD and anti-NMDA antibodies is unusual
in clinical presentation. Although they are well-known to cause
heterogeneous presentations, both have been described as part
of a “classic” limbic encephalitis spectrum (mood disorders,
memory impairment) as well as well-established temporal lobe
epilepsy manifestations (11–14). The subacute onset of distinct
manifestations of EPC, as well as the finding of mild protein
increase in CSF and right neuritis optica that initially improved
with immunomodulation in a previously healthy patient,
suggests a role of autoimmunity involving these antibodies with a
possibly broader clinical spectrum. Moreover, this is the first case
reported in the literature with EPC presenting as aura continua
in an adult patient with autoimmune encephalitis.

Focal seizures are a common symptom in autoimmune
encephalitis (AE). A predisposition to cause seizures is due to
a mechanism that boosts the immune response either mediated
by both antibodies (surface antigens) or mediated by cytotoxic
T cells (intracellular antigens) (11). Additional studies describe
autoimmune encephalitis as the cause of 20% of adult epilepsy
of unknown etiology (15, 16). In general, seizures are usually
the first clinical manifestation, as with our patient. They can
become the predominant feature or even the only clinical
manifestation of the disease (11, 15). In an Iranian series of
33 adult patients with focal epilepsy with and without mesial
temporal sclerosis, the prevalence of autoimmune epilepsy
was 50%. The most frequent antibodies were anti-gamma-
aminobutyric acid receptor (GABA-R) in 33% of the patients
followed by anti-NMDA receptor (anti-NMDA-R) in 6% and
anti-GAD in 3%, in agreement with other published series. None
of these patients presented with status epilepticus (17). There
have been reports of EPC in patients with NMDA and GAD65
autoantibody encephalitis involving focal motor status (14, 18).
The initial manifestation of right neuritis optica that responded
to steroid treatment raises the possibility of the previously
described overlap between demyelinating diseases and NMDA-R
autoantibodies (acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, myelitis,
neuromyelitis optica). Recently, Taraschenko et al. narrated a
case of a patient with classic limbic encephalitis associated with
anti-MOG antibodies showing involvement of both optic nerves
in brain MRI. Although imaging and CSF findings were not
compatible or suggestive of any demyelinating disorder, the
question of overlap of these entities as a catalyst for initial neuritis
optica is certainly feasible (19).

It is reported that the coexistence of multiple antibodies
in autoimmune encephalitis increases the risk of underlying
malignancy and may be predictive of a specific type of
malignancy according to the antibody (20). The probability
of malignancy with anti-GAD65 antibodies increases if the
presentation meets the classic presentation of a paraneoplastic
syndrome or if coexisting antibodies against the neuronal cell
surface are present (21); however, our patient has not showed
so far any associated malignancy in her screening. In anti-
GAD encephalitis, responder rates to corticosteroid and IV Ig
therapy are generally lower than other neural antibody-mediated

syndromes. Response rates depended on the time of initiation
of the immunotherapy, with a poor prognosis and a greater
risk of chronic epilepsy in patients with a delay in treatment
initiation (10, 22–24). The presence of antibodies against
glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD-abs) is related to a variety
of clinical syndromes such as stiff-person syndrome (SPS),
limbic encephalitis (LE), epilepsy, cerebellar ataxia, diabetes
mellitus type I, and other autoimmune endocrine disorders (25).
The positivity of these antibodies is strongly associated with
thyroid disease. TPO titers in our patient were elevated, but
no associated thyroid disease was found by imaging and even
with expert Neuro-endocrine evaluation. An explanation of the
heterogeneity of the clinical presentation is the differences in
tissue distribution and the specificity of the epitope of anti-GAD
reactivity in different conditions. It has been observed that the
serum of patients with epilepsy shows more reactivity against the
carboxy or C terminal domain (21, 25–27). We believe that these
findings in our patient were related to anti-GAD reactivity.

Another clinical spectrum that has been associated with
elevated TPO titers is steroid responsive autoimmune
encephalitis (formerly known as Hashimoto encephalitis).
Due to its “low prevalence” and varied clinical presentation,
no current recognized diagnostic criteria exist. However,
it is generally accepted that the diagnosis must include
encephalopathy, cognitive dysfunction, and psychiatric features,
along with high TPO titers, response to treatment with steroids,
and exclusion of another neurological disease (28). In a study by
Mattozzi et al., 24 patients with clinical criteria for Hashimoto
encephalitis also fulfilled criteria for other autoimmune-
mediated syndromes, such as possible autoimmune encephalitis
and limbic encephalitis. Steroid response was poor (31%), the
TPO titers were considered not disease specific. It was concluded
that current criteria for Hashimoto encephalitis is unable to
discriminate between the disease itself and other conditions
(29). Interestingly, high TPO titers have been linked to epilepsia
partialis continua (with motor manifestations). The first case
was described by Zeynep Aydin-Ozemir at al. A young female
patient developed focal motor EPC, drug resistant with extensive
bifrontal and Rolandic gyrus involvement on MRI brain, with a
normal lumbar puncture. The patient was found to have elevated
TPO values (with seric euthyroid results) and radionuclide
scan with an elevated and homogeneous uptake of the thyroid
gland (30). Our patient had elevated TPO titers; the clinical
presentation and no abnormal structural finding in the thyroid
gland upon investigation as well as other CSF antibodies made
the diagnosis quite unlikely.

The response to treatment is 70–80% effective in patients with
anti-NMDA encephalitis with a risk of conversion to chronic
epilepsy in <5%. Regarding anti-GAD65-mediated autoimmune
epilepsy, the percentage of seizure persistence associated with
limbic encephalitis ranges from 5 to 12.5% in adult epilepsy and
over 6% in childhood epilepsy (22). Specifically, in an Italian
retrospective cohort by Casciato et al., 33 patients with limbic
encephalitis (LE) were studied; 100% of patients were found to
develop seizures initially, and upon 12-month follow-up, 13/33
(39.3%) developed epilepsy. Interestingly, the study found 12/33
(36%) cases with positive antibodies: seven patients with anti-
VGKC (LGI-1 in 3 and CASPR-2 in 4), two with anti-NMDAR
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antibodies, and finally, one patient with Abs anti-SOX-1, one
with Ri/Hu, and one with GAD65, illustrating the occurrence
of these findings in many autoimmune-mediated epilepsy
presentations. Cases that developed chronic epilepsy (39.3%)
were found to be associated statistically with predisposing factors:
diagnostic delay, low seizure frequency at onset, absence of
amnestic syndrome, and absence of EEG discharges (31).

Our patient had many peculiarities: seizure characteristics
were unusual (aura continua with visual status), misdiagnosis
that delayed seizure treatment optimization, and a mixed
presentation of GAD65 and NMDA-R antibody presentation.
This conveyed challenges in treatment for the patient,
who received an optimal combination of ASD as well as
immunomediated treatment. In spite of the optimal treatment,
she presented with refractory status epilepticus as visual EPC
during her 3rd day of IV Ig. The efficacy of BRV has been well-
established in status epilepticus, as an effective and tolerable ASD,
which can be administered intravenously (32, 33). The patient
was already with LEV treatment, but BRV was more effective in
achieving seizure remission in this case. The reason for this is
not certain, but some hypotheses can be made. The effectiveness
of BRV over LEV lies on its affinity to SV2A receptors estimated
to be 15–30 times more potent than LEV and with faster brain
permeability, which is especially important in the urgent scenario
of EPC (34). Switching an ASD treatment from LEV to BRV is
certainly preferred in patients with autoimmune encephalitis, as
many may have neuropsychiatric symptoms as well (35).

The main goal of this case report is to convey the potential
harm when there is delay in the diagnosis of a case of
autoimmune epilepsy and the misdiagnosis of some of the
seizures particularly in this patient that had visual EPC as non-
neurological events. The early identification of an immune basis
in patients with epilepsy is fundamental because immunotherapy
can reverse the epileptogenic process and reduce the risk of
chronic and refractory epilepsy.
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